UCLA ENGINEERING
GRADUATE RECRUITMENT AND OPEN HOUSE MAP
FRIDAY, MARCH 9TH 2018

PARKING LOTS 8, 9, and 2 ($12)

CAMPUS TOURS 2PM-3PM
Meet @ the Bruin Bear statue (in front of Ackerman Union)

Mong Learning Center
Engineering 6

8AM-9AM
REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST

9AM-9:40AM
SCHOOL WIDE SESSION

JOINT LUNCH
1:00PM – 2:00PM
(C&EE, MAT SCI, MECH&AE)

WORKSHOPS 3:15PM-4:15PM
“Financial Resource Opportunities”
Kinsey Pavilion 1200B

OR
“Graduate Life at UCLA”
E4, Shannon Room 54-134

ENGINEERING 4,
2nd floor PATIO

eGSA SOCIAL
5:00pm -7:00pm

Parking Structure 8

Parking Structure 9